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Exchange coupling and macroscopic domain structure in a wedged permalloy/FeMn bilayer
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Department of Physics and Astronomy, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland 21218

~Received 10 June 1998!

Local Kerr effect and magnetometry measurements reveal that switching in exchange-coupled wedged-
permalloy/FeMn bilayers involves only two macroscopic domains, extending across the entire sample, sepa-
rated by a 180° domain wall, which moves along the wedge direction. The squareness of the hysteresis loop of
such exchange-coupled layers depends on the thickness variation of the sample under measurement.
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Recently a great deal of attention has been focused on
ferromagnet/antiferromagnet~FM/AF! exchange coupling1–5

and its applications in spin-valve giant magnetoresista
devices.6 The hysteresis loop of a FM layer exchan
coupled to an AF layer is shifted from the origin by a
amount known as the exchange field (HE), accompanied by
an enhanced coercivity (Hc). The characteristics of the
FM/AF exchange coupling, which is at the heart of the
devices, depends sensitively on the constituent materials
their thicknesses, as well as temperature. The dependen
the thickness of the constituent layers has provided con
erable insight into the elusive FM/AF coupling. For examp
the 1/tFM dependence ofHE wheretFM is the thickness of the
FM layer, demonstrates that the exchange coupling is tra
mitted across the FM/AF interface.2,5 In FM/NM/AF trilay-
ers, evidence of exchange coupling transmitted across a
magnetic~NM! space layer has also been observed.7 The
experimental observation of the 1/tFM

3/2 behavior ofHc at low
temperatures has confirmed the theoretical predictions
are based on the random-field interactions at the FM
interface.8

The magnetic domains of both FM and AF layers play
prominent role in FM/AF exchange coupling. Most theor
ical models of exchange coupling have explicitly featur
the FM and the AF domains.9–11 Although direct evidences
of AF domains in exchange-coupled systems remain sca
the observed dependence of exchange coupling ontAF , the
AF layer thickness, is likely to be a manifestation of the A
domains.12 On the other hand, the FM domains and t
movement of domain walls can be directly imaged by K
microscopy and magnetic force microscopy, and indirec
inferred by hysteresis loops. In exchange-coupled FM/
bilayers with a uniform FM layer, during switching, the FM
layer breaks up into many domains with complex w
motions.13 Questions have also been raised concerning
validity of hysteresis loop measurement as a means for m
suring the intrinsic characteristics of the exchan
coupling.14

In this paper, we report on the results of magneto-op
Kerr effect ~MOKE! and vibrating sample magnetomet
~VSM! measurements on aPy/FeMn bilayer, where the FM
Py (permalloy5Ni81Fe19) layer is wedged and the AF FeM
(Fe50Mn50) layer is uniform. We used MOKE and VSM t
map out the FM domains and their switching behavior. T
FM domain structure in an exchange-coupled wedged
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~22!/14717~4!/$15.00
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layer is greatly simplified. During switching, there are on
two large FM domains, extending across the entire sam
separated by a 180° wall, which moves along the wed
direction. Consequently, the MOKE and VSM measureme
taken from corresponding locations on the specimen give
same results. The observation of these large domains
their switching behavior allows the establishment of a dir
relationship between the magnetic domains and the hys
esis loop results. These results also show that these do
structures are unique to exchange coupling with a wed
FM layer.

The FM/AF exchange coupling has been most commo
measured via magnetometry, e.g., VSM. To study the thi
ness dependence of a particular constituent material, m
samples with different thicknesses need to be separa
measured using either individually made specimens,
samples cut from a large specimen with a wedge-shaped
stituent layer. MOKE, with the advantages of a small sa
pling area~defined by the size of the laser beam!, high sen-
sitivity, and fast measurement offers another means
measuring exchange-coupled systems. Surprisingly,
MOKE studies of exchange coupling have been report
Notably, Mauriet al. have studied aPy/FeMn bilayer byin
situ MOKE, where the thickness of thePy layer was system-
atically reduced by ion milling after each MOKE measur
ment, thus revealing the FM thickness dependence of
exchange coupling.5

The use of specimens that contain a wedged constitu
layer offers much advantage in studying the thickness dep
dence. Such specimens alleviate the run-to-run varia
commonly encountered in individually fabricated sampl
MOKE measurements can be directed at different locati
on the specimen without dicing the specimen into ma
smaller pieces, as would be the case for VSM measureme
However, the constituent layers in a large specimen, wed
or otherwise, are physically connected. Since the hyster
loop measured by MOKE at one region may be influenc
by the presence of the contiguous layers, the MOKE res
measured from various locations of a large specimen ma
different from the VSM results taken from many smaller a
isolated samples. Indeed, it is the evolution of the dom
structure that ultimately dictates the relationship between
results measured by MOKE and VSM.

Specimens ofPy~wedge!/FeMn/Cu were deposited usin
alloyed targets ofPy (Ni81Fe19) and FeMn (Fe50Mn50) onto
Si substrates in a computer-controlled multisource deposi
R14 717 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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system with a base pressure of 531028 torr. The Cu under-
layer was used to promote the growth of AF fcc FeM
While the FeMn~300 Å! and Cu~300 Å! layers were uni-
form, thePy layer was a wedge from 40 to 300 Å across
distance of 5 cm. Each location on the specimen along
wedge direction therefore corresponds to a specificPy thick-
ness. During deposition, a magnetic field of about 200
was applied in plane and perpendicular to the wedge di
tion. After deposition, the sample was heated to aboveTN
'440 K) of FeMn and cooled to room temperature in a m
netic field of 10 kOe, also applied in plane and perpendicu
to the wedge direction. This established an unambiguous
change coupling with an unidirectional anisotropy perp
dicular to the wedge direction. The sample geometry and
field directions are shown in Fig. 1~a!.

The large specimen~about 5 cm32 cm! with a wedgedPy
layer was cut into two halves along the wedge direction
the MOKE and the VSM measurements. During MOKE a
VSM measurements, the magnetic field was applied in
same direction as those of the deposition field and coo
field. In the MOKE measurements, the laser beam~about 1
mm in size! was directed at various spots of the large spe
men along the wedge direction@a, b, c, in Fig. 1~a!#. The
magnetic field was supplied by a pair of Helmholtz co
with a field range of2300 Oe to 300 Oe. For the VSM
measurements, the strip was cut into many small pie
~about 3 mm33 mm in size! along the wedge direction. Th
small samples@their locations marked asa8, b8, c8 in Fig.
1~a!# were individually measured by VSM. In short, a
shown in Fig. 1~a!, the MOKE and VSM measurements we
taken along two parallel wedge directions separated by 1

Representative MOKE results at locationsa, b, c, and the
VSM results at the corresponding locationsa8, b8, andc8
are shown in Fig. 2. In all cases, the hysteresis loops m
sured by MOKE and VSM at the same location along

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic descriptions of the exchange-coupledPy
~wedge!/FeMn~300 Å! specimen, 5 cm32 cm in size, with a
wedgedPy layer ~40–300 Å! from left to right. The deposition
field, cooling field (Hcool), and measuring field are perpendicular
the wedge direction. MOKE measurements are taken at var
spots along the line markeda, b, c. The VSM measurements ar
taken from individual samples cut along the line markeda8, b8, c8.
~b! In the field range ofH>240 Oe, the entire sample has on
domain with up magnetization.~c! In the intermediate field range
there are two domains with opposite magnetization, separated
180° wall.~d! In the field range ofH<2250 Oe, the entire sampl
has one domain with down magnetization.
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wedge direction give the same values ofHE and Hc . Fur-
thermore, the MOKE measurement at pointd gives the same
results as that at pointb, which is at the same location alon
the wedge, but laterally different. These results establish
the scanning MOKE measurements on an uncut wed
specimen give the same results as those obtained from V
using many separate samples at corresponding locations

From the hysteresis loops one obtains exchange fi
(HE) and coercivity (Hc) as a function ofPy thickness. The
MOKE and VSM results are shown in Fig. 3, plotted a
1/tFM , wheretFM is the thickness of thePy layer, to highlight
that bothHE and Hc exhibit the 1/tFM dependence. The re
sults from MOKE and VSM are in excellent agreement. T
exchange-coupling energy per unit area isHE tFM MFM , for
which we obtain the value of 0.057 erg/cm2, using MFM
5780 emu/cm3 for Py. It is of interest to note from the ex-
trapolation thatHE is small but finite for 1/tFM→0, whereas

us

a

FIG. 2. Representative hysteresis loops measured by MO
~left! and VSM ~right!, wherea, b, c, d anda8, b8, c8 refer to the
locations on the specimen described in Fig. 1~a!.

FIG. 3. Exchange fieldHE ~squares! and coercivityHc ~circles!
of Py~wedged!/FeMn~300 Å! measured by VSM~open symbols!
and MOKE~solid symbols! as a function of 1/tFM , wheretFM is the
Py thickness.
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Hc becomes zero at a finite 1/tFM manifesting that the 1/tFM

dependence ofHE andHc is applicable only for FM layers
with reasonably smalltFM .

As mentioned earlier, there is noa priori reason to expec
the MOKE results measured from an uncut wedge sam
along one wedge direction to be the same as the VSM res
measured from the corresponding samples along a diffe
but parallel wedge direction. The two sets of measureme
yield the same results because the exchange-coupled we
layer has a specific domain structure. From a hysteresis l
the states with1M and 2M are two single-domain state
with magnetization pointing in the1H and2H directions,
respectively. At the switching field, the magnetizati
switches from one single-domain state to another. In
present case, local measurements using MOKE and V
allow us to map out the actual domain structure and
domain wall movement in a large specimen.

The switching fields~at whichM50! for the increasing-
field branch~from 2M to 1M ! and the decreasing-fiel
branch~from 1M to 2M ! are shown in Fig. 4 as a functio
of thePy thickness and the location on the wedged specim
Consider the decreasing-field branch for example. ForH
>240 Oe, the entire specimen has all the moments poin
up as shown in Fig. 1~b!. At a slightly more negative field
the magnetization at the thick end of thePy layer begins to
switch to the opposite direction. For example, atH
5290 Oe, the moments to the right of pointb are pointing
down, while the moments to the left of pointb remain point-
ing up, i.e., there is a 180° domain wall at pointb whenH
5290 Oe. The 180° wall moves further to the left of poi
b at a more negative field untilH<2250 Oe, at which point
the entire specimen has the magnetization pointing do
Thus, we have conclusively demonstrated that the transi
from one single-domain state to another is accomplished
the growth of one single domain at the expense of the ot
The magnetization directions of the two domains are alo

FIG. 4. The switching field measured from VSM~open sym-
bols! and MOKE ~solid symbols! for increasing-field branch and
decreasing-field branch as a function ofPy thickness and location
on the wedgedPy layer.
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the unidirectional direction established by field cooling. T
formation of only two domains separated by a 180° wa
which is perpendicular to the wedged direction@Fig. 1~c!#, is
precisely the reason that VSM and MOKE give the sa
results. It may be noted that in uniform FM layers durin
switching, there are numerous domains which are often sm
~on themm scale! and complex, requiring magnetic micros
copy for observation.15 In contrast, by employing a wedge
FM layer, a simple two-domain structure is obtained.

The switching field varies monotonically, but not linearl
with the thickness of thePy layer, as shown in Fig. 4. Thus
the rate of wall movement due to the external magnetic fi
~i.e., dx/dH! is not constant. For a given increment of fiel
the rate of the 180° wall movement is smaller for the thinn
Py layers. This is because the exchange field is invers
proportional to thePy thickness and location on the wedg

Because of the unique domain structure in the pres
case, a hysteresis loop is in fact a signature of the movem
of the 180° wall sweeping across the sample under meas
ment. More specifically, the width (DH) of the switching
from 1M to 2M , or the squareness of the loop, isdH/dx
times the sample dimension in the wedged direction. Con
quently, we have the unusual situation that the widthDH of
switching depends on thePy layer thickness~through the
value ofdH/dx! and is proportional to the samplesize. In-
deed, as shown in Fig. 2, the values ofDH for both MOKE
and VSM are narrower for thickerPy layers. Furthermore
for a specificPy thickness,DH for MOKE is narrower than
that of VSM, because of the smaller sampling area in MO
measurements. This indicates that formm-sizePy layers, as
in field sensing devices,DH would be even smaller, ulti-
mately only limited by the 180° domain-wall width.

In FM/AF bilayers with a uniform FM layer, switching
between the6M states occurs within a narrowDH range, in
which the entire FM layer breaks into many domains inclu
ing closure domains. Both the stabilization and the imag
of the domain structure have proven to be challenging.13 In
the present case, by taking advantage of the thickness de
dence of the switching field, the wedged FM layer imped
the progression into many domains throughout the FM lay
Instead, there is one single 180° domain wall moving acr
the sample. Furthermore, the location of the 180° wall can
dictated by the external magnetic field. This domain str
ture, the simplest achieved to date, can be used to s
domain-wall dynamics in exchange-coupled FM/AF bila
ers.

In summary, MOKE and VSM measurements on wedg
Py/FeMn bilayers show that switching in the exchang
coupled systems involves only two macroscopic doma
separated by a 180° wall. Under the external field, the
main wall sweeps along the wedge direction. MOKE a
VSM give the same results precisely because of the uni
domain structure. We also show that the squareness of
hysteresis loop in this case is sample size dependent.
greatly simplified domain structure can be used as a mo
system for studying domain dynamics in exchange-coup
systems.

This work was supported by NSF MRSEC Program N
96-32526.
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